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Abstract - Mobile crowd sensing (MCS) is a rising information assortment worldview that endeavors the potential of individual cell phones to gain mass information in a practical way. One of the significant difficulties in MCS application is to oppose vindictive clients who give bogus information to upset the framework. In the current work, the notoriety the executives conspire is a powerful method to defeat the test. In any case, most notoriety the board plans depend on a semi-legitimate server and procedure information in the plaintext area without thinking about server security and client protection. In this paper, we incorporate the block chain and edge registering in the MCS situation to develop a trustworthy and efficient block chain-based MCS framework, called BC-MCS. To oppose malignant clients, we present a security safeguarding notoriety the executives plot based on the proposed framework. Moreover, we plan an assignment convention to take care of the natural issue of client elements in the MCS. The model framework executed on the Hyper ledger Saw tooth and Android customer exhibits that our plan can accomplish higher utility and security levels in dealing with malignant clients contrasted and the past unified notoriety the executives plans.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the fast development of cell phones outfitted with different sensors (e.g., accelerometer, gyroscope, camera, and mouthpiece). Mobile crowd sensing (MCS) is proposed to detect and gather information from member clients with the benefits of high volumes information security and low upkeep cost. In a conventional crowd sensing application, there are three sorts of jobs in the framework: requesters, portable detecting clients (additionally called laborers) and a concentrated server. In most existing MCS frameworks, the server releases clients' delicate data (e.g., detecting information) or whether it totals detecting information adhering to the standards as specified by the requester. In most existing MCS frameworks, the concentrated server is demonstrated as a semi-legitimate stage, which implies that it executes the endorsed convention sincerely yet is interested about client protection. In reality, be that as it may, the focal server might be noxious as a result of malware contamination or inward assault. When the server is undermined, client protection and collection accuracy can't be ensured. The certificateless cryptographic strategy is a powerful method to beat some security issues of a brought together server, yet it can't fathom the single purpose of disappointment, which is an unavoidable issue for the concentrated server. In this way, the conventional MCS engineering, which depends on a brought together and misty server, is defenseless against noxious assaults and inside bargain.

1.1 MOBILE CROWD SENSING

Crowd sensing, sometimes referred to as mobile crowd sensing, is a technique where a large group of individuals having mobile devices capable of sensing and computing (such as smartphones, tablet computers, wearables) collectively share data and extract information to measure, map, analyze, estimate or infer (predict) any processes of common interest. In short, this means crowdsourcing of sensor data from mobile devices. Devices equipped with various sensors have become ubiquitous. Most smartphones can sense ambient light, noise (through the microphone), location (through the GPS), movement (through the accelerometer), and more. These sensors can collect vast quantities of data that are useful in a variety of ways. For example, GPS and accelerometer data can be used to locate potholes in cities, and microphones can be used with GPS to map noise pollution.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Mobile crowd sensing: Current state was introduced in 2011 by R. K. Ganti [1]. An emerging category of devices at the edge of the Internet are consumer-centric mobile sensing and computing devices, such as smartphones, music players, and in-vehicle sensors. These devices will fuel the evolution of the Internet of Things as they feed sensor data to the Internet at a societal scale. In this article, we examine a category of applications that we term mobile crowd sensing, where individuals with sensing and computing devices
collectively share data and extract information to measure and map phenomena of common interest.

Blockchain based efficient and robust fair payment was mentioned in 2018 by R. H. Deng et al. As an attractive business model of cloud computing, outsourcing services usually involve online payment and security issues. The mutual distrust between users and outsourcing service providers may severely impede the wide adoption of cloud computing. Nevertheless, most existing payment solutions only consider a specific type of outsourcing service and rely on a trusted third-party to realize fairness. In this paper, in order to realize secure and fair payment of outsourcing services in general without relying on any third-party, trusted or not, we introduce BCPay, a block chain based fair payment framework for outsourcing services in cloud computing. We first present the system architecture, specifications and adversary model of BCPay, then describe in detail its design. Our security analysis indicates that BCPay achieves Soundness and what we call Robust Fairness, where the fairness is resilient to eavesdropping and malleability attacks. Furthermore, our performance evaluation shows that BCPay is very efficient in terms of the number of transactions and computation cost. As illustrative applications of BCPay, we further construct a block chain based provable data possession scheme in cloud computing and a block chain based outsourcing computation protocol in fog computing.

3. PROPOSED WORK

A dynamic and privacy preserving reputation management scheme based on block chain for mobile crowd sensing to overcome the defects of existing schemes. Our contributions are summarized as follows.

3.1 ISSUE OF KEY AND TASK

First of all, p sends legitimate certificate registered in advance to the KDC and requests the KDC to generate secret key seZp for this sensing task. Then, p publishes the crowd sensing task to the nearest EN.

3.2 SENSING TASK ASSIGNMENT

The sensing task is forwarded to the TDC by ENs. The TDC recruit sn quality sensing users to carry out the crowd sensing task published by p. In addition, p generates n shares from s such that s = s1 + s2 + s3 + sn, which serve as blinding factors. After that, p distributes n shares to n sensing users via secure communication channel (e.g., KDC).

3.3 DATA BLINDING

After receiving crowd sensing task and one share, the recruited sensing users start collecting data with mobile devices. In general, we can suppose that vi is an integer. To achieve the goal of preserving privacy, each sensing user ui utilizes share si to generate blinded data v0 i = vi + si. Then, the blinded data v0 i is encapsulated into a block chain transaction and it is sent to the nearest EN.

3.4 BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTION VERIFICATION

After receiving block chain transactions from all sensing users, the EN begins to execute smart contract automatically. The EN checks the validity of transactions, including inspecting transaction format, verifying user’s signature and auditing the validity of blinded data. The invalid transactions which failed invalidity check are aborted and the valid transactions are recorded in block chain by the EN.

3.5 DATA AGGREGATION

When all sensing users have provided sensing data and ENs have recorded transactions into the block chain, the process of aggregating all sensed data begins to execute as specified in the smart contract. Here the weighted average of all sensing data will be computed by smart contract, where the weight of each sensing data is the sensing user’s global
reputation score $r_i$ stored in block chain publicly. The computed output $v_a$ is considered as the final aggregation result for requester $p$. Due to the existence of share in $v_0^i$, we just get the blinded aggregation result $v_0^a$ as follows:

### 3.6 UNBLINDING AGGREGATION RESULTS

We must rely on high precision floating-point calculation to aggregate data. Recall that we assume the sensed data is the integer. This is because the additive secret sharing used in the data aggregation cannot protect the fractional part of decimal data. In the practical scenario, we can use a scaling factor $Q$ which is multiples of 10, to transform fractional data $v$ (sensed data or reputation score) to an integer $v = vQ$. After the computing completes, the result $v_{result}$ is scaled down by $v_{result}$.

### 4. RESULTS

\[
\nu'_a = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} r_i' \cdot \nu'_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} r_i}
\]
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4. CONCLUSION

The architecture of traditional MCS systems relies on a centralized server which is vulnerable to the threats of internal or external attacks. In this paper, we first integrate block chain and edge computing in MCS scenario and propose a BC-MCS system to carry out sensing task efficiently and resist malicious server. Then, we propose a privacy preserving reputation management scheme to protect user privacy (e.g., sensing data, aggregation result, and requester's feedback) and prevent malicious users simultaneously. Our reputation management scheme consists of local reputation evaluation and global reputation update. In the local evaluation stage, the reliability of user data is evaluated by the degree of data distortion, data consistency, local rating, and contextual factors. The requester gives positive or negative feedback for the user's data service based on data reliability. In the global update stage, the user global reputation scores are updated by smart contract based on the average of all feedback from requesters.
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